Media Kit
Full comprehensive media kit
for prospective customers

Mindfulmeets is a thoughtful browser
extension destined to be HR best-practice
for digital wellbeing.
It came about organically - having spent hours in video meetings
and not feeling so great, productive, or motivated afterwards, our
team designed Mindfulmeets to inject some ‘health’ into this new
and permanent way of ‘remote’ working.
After identifying the leading concerns employees had about video
meetings and combining those with emerging research on digital
health, we tinkered with and made various adjustments to the
standard video conference interface.
Whilst we’re not able to ‘fake’ your presence at meetings
(sorry...although we do have a feature pending that will allow you
to ‘pop out’ to sign for that online shopping that’s arrived), we’ve
come up with something that will motivate employees to attend
and enjoy video meetings, instead of fashioning cardboard
cut-outs of themselves to attend in their place.
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The Features

Mindful Agenda

Mindful Profile

Mindful Reminders

Mindfulmeets sees agendas
at the centre of digital
wellbeing. Why let meetings
run overtime, off-track or
unplanned? Time is money,
and meetings can be a
time-suck. Mindfulmeets’
agenda display, setting and
monitoring tools will ensure
everyone is prepared and
on-brief, and cognisant of
their and others’ current and
future schedules.

Mindfulmeets displays video
conference guests’ positions
and time zones, ensuring
everyone is fully aware of who
they’re talking to, and
subsequently what state of
mind they’re likely to be in –
because truth-bomb; there’s a
different level of engagement
and enthusiasm between a
9am-based employee and a
4pm-based employee.

Mindfulmeets also conveniently
sends a reminder about an
upcoming meeting, and, will
mindfully excuse you from a
current meeting - without
interrupting the group.
No more “Bye Chloe, Bye Chloe,
See you Chloe! Bye, Bye,
Good-bye!, Is it the XYZ meeting
you’re going to? Yeah. Oh I should
probably be going to that too...”
that inevitably disrupts the
current meeting’s flow.

Mindful Media

Mindful New tab

Mindful Onhold Video

Mindfulmeets promotes workplace
wellness by providing tools to have
some shared and comraderyproducing fun. GIFs, animated
emojis are all accessible within,
and can be shared with another
attendee or the whole team. Pretty
sure there are plenty of GIFs on
workplace meetings there too ;)

Mindfulmeets stops the
multitasking because the empirical
data is clear – we know it just
doesn’t work. This browser extension
ensures you have everything in front
of you in the one spot within a
serene, functional tab that displays
your schedule, and highlights
availability, so you’re not moving in
between screens, becoming
distracted, and deep-diving into
internet rabbit holes. (i.e. Do
elephants get runny trunks, like
we do with our noses?

Mindfulmeets allows you to
appear to be in a video call when
you're not! For those moments
when you are interrupted and you
don't want to disrupt.
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The Mindfulmeets team
Our greater team at Inspire Co. specialises in creating
innovative applications and websites to help make life easier
for individuals and businesses. Our culture, not surprisingly,
sees mindfulness, flexibility and creativity prioritised above
all else, and demonstrably, Mindfulmeets came about during
‘concept time’. This isn’t our first rodeo in this space (e.g. our
TPControl sees human-centred interfaces control media and
lighting in conference and lecture spaces, globally) and as
such we’ve significant knowledge and awareness of the
direction of tech, with a laser focus on digital wellbeing. The
team members working hard to promote digital health
during video conferencing include:

Ben Flux Entrepreneur
Ben has 17+ years’ experience in the process of creating, developing and growing
start-ups, and has been fortunate to work with many global brands including:
Cisco, Expedia, Tesco, Harman, eBay, BT, Yahoo, Amazon, Citrix, Ticketmaster and
TUI. Naturally, he has spent a lot of time in video meetings and is relieved at the
materialisation of Mindfulmeets for his own digital wellbeing, at the very least.

Karina Castex Data/Marketing
Karina is our advertising executive focused on the strategic development,
implementation and analysis of digital marketing actions. Her business intelligence
is highly sought-after and Mindfulmeets’ existing and future features are the result
of her research, analysis and months of pouring over comprehensive quantitative and
qualitative data. She is a ‘sheets’ aficionado! We and the world (no doubt) are indebted
to her!

Tristan Graham Tech
Tristan is the person who makes things - brilliant things - happen. He is our tech
genius - i.e. a systems designer who designs and prototypes new projects over several
disciplines, as well as operating as a project manager for multiple teams based
remotely in the Philippines and Ukraine, thus he’s deeply invested in making video
meetings more mindful. He’s also a private pilot, so a real under-achiever ;)
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Mindfulmeets’ brand bits
We’d love for you to share the good word about Mindfulmeets.
We’d be very grateful if you used our branding materials and
guidelines here.

Mindfulmeets’ spokesperson
Please direct your media enquiries to Ben Flux via
bf@getmindfulmeets.com

Mindfulmeets’ Socials
mindfulmeets
@mindfulmeets
getmindfulmeets
@mindfulmeets
Get Mindfulmeets

getmindfulmeets.com

